
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
CyberData to Exhibit at Enterprise Connect 2022, 

the Leading Conference and Exhibition for Enterprise Communications and Collaboration 
 
 
Monterey, CA March, 2022 – CyberData, The IP endpoint Co, will participate as an  
exhibitor at Enterprise Connect 2022, the leading conference and exhibition for  
enterprise communications and collaboration, in booth #1503. The event will take  
place March 21-24 at the Gaylord Palms hotel in Orlando, Florida and virtually. 
 
For more than 30 years, Enterprise Connect has brought corporate IT decision  
makers together with industry vendors, analysts and consultants to focus on the  
issues central to enterprise networks and communications. Over four days,  
Enterprise Connect offers a Conference Program that showcases the latest systems  
extensive networking opportunities; and software, services and applications for  
enterprise communications and collaboration, with an Exhibit Hall that brings together the major vendors side-by-side. 
 
CyberData will be displaying their latest releases such as the new VoIP SIP/Multicast Speakers and the InformaCast WiFi 
Button, and their popular line of SIP Intercoms and visual and audio notification endpoints. CyberData’s Director of VoIP 
Sales, Dan Marchetto, and Interop Manager, Paul Tuttle will be on site to share information on these new releases and 
their best-selling IP endpoints.  
 
Follow CyberData on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook for updates. Click here for more information on Enterprise Connect 
or follow Enterprise Connect on Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, Facebook and Instagram.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About CyberData 
Founded in 1974 and based in Monterey, California, CyberData Corporation is a leading IP Endpoint design and 
manufacturing firm with a focus on developing peripheral devices for VoIP phone systems. They build products that 
facilitate legacy migration to VoIP, IP equivalents to existing analog devices, and application specific endpoints that add 
new functionality. Their VoIP products, such as IP Speakers, IP Horns, and IP intercoms, are cost-effective and easy to 
manage solutions for VoIP phone systems.  
 
About Enterprise Connect 
For more than 30 years, Enterprise Connect has been the leading conference and exhibition for enterprise 
communications and collaboration in North America. Enterprise Connect brings corporate IT decision makers together 
with the industry's vendors, analysts and consultants to focus on the issues central to enterprise communications. 
Enterprise Connect owns and produces No Jitter, (nojitter.com), which provides daily blogging and analysis of enterprise 
communications, and it also serves the community with a weekly email newsletter, virtual events, and a Webinar series. 
For more information, visit enterpriseconnect.com/orlando. Enterprise Connect is brought to you by Informa Tech.  

https://www.enterpriseconnect.com/orlando?_mc=pr_ecor_x_x_tsprtsnr_EXHIBITORPR_2022&utm_source=other&utm_medium=pr_&utm_campaign=exhibitorpr&utm_id=ec22exh
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https://www.facebook.com/cyberdatacorp
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https://twitter.com/enterprisecon
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